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How Inter Xect works:

Inter Xect consists of two parts:

1. Broadcast Engine
2. Search Engine.

Broadcast engine allows people and enterprises to broadcast Information. The
Information (Data) can be about absolutely any product, service, human resource etc.

The search engine allows you to search the information(Data) broadcast by enterprises
and people.



Enterprise Broadcast:

Enterprises may broadcast their requirements or offerings in the following categories:



People / Individual Broadcast:

People may broadcast their requirements or offerings in the following categories:



Enterprises and People find each other’s requirements and offerings on the Inter Xect Search engine.
Example, If Mercedes Benz requires auto components or machines, Component manufacturers and
Machine manufacturers may engage with Mercedes by finding their broadcast on the search engine.



Similarly, Enterprises may broadcast employment opportunities or human resource requirements and
People may find the broadcast and respond to them.

These broadcasts can be about absolutely any products or service in the world covering every Industrial
domain like Engineering or general domain like Agriculture. This is precisely why this search engine is
called world search engine.

The following is the proprietary copyrighted search engine.



Advantages

Enterprise Point of View:

1. Eliminate Advertising and marketing expenditure and effort (Advertising relies too
much of probability and chance).

2. Showcase the enterprise’s complete portfolio of products and services to the world.

3. Generate real time dynamic requirement requests with ending timelines.

4. Generate marketing and commerce leads for direct enterprise to enterprise engagement.

5. Inter Xect becomes a one stop destination to search the world and engage with it.

Individual Point of View:

1. Inter Xect becomes a one stop destination for searching the world and engaging with
enterprises and other people (Individuals).

2. Inter Xect broadcast gives you a personal space to intelligently broadcast personal
blogs, websites, books and other digital/internet related data to the world.
E.g. One can broadcast his personal blog or his human resource resume profile.

World point of View:

1. Gather critical economic and market research data to study world or industry trends.

Cost Advantage:

1. Inter Xect is priced at approximately 125,000 US Dollars per year for Large Enterprises.
2. Inter Xect is priced at approximately 50,000 US Dollars per year for Medium Enterprises.
3. Inter Xect is priced at approximately 5,000 US Dollars per year for Small Enterprises.

This cost is absolutely insignificant compared to the millions and billions of dollars spent
on advertising every year.

Geographical Advantage:

1. Inter Xect allows you to broadcast and search at a world level or at the country level or
at the state, city or village level.



Read our breakthrough research handbook The IQ Shift (visit www.TCVectors.com to order).
Price – $31 + Shipping.


